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BSR
GLOBAL GROUP

BSR Global Group Limited 
Providing our organisations spine, 
through delivering not only group 
wide management but also critical 
business functions of procurement 
and logistics.

BSR
ENGINEERING

BSR Global Engineering Limited
We are renowned for offering world 
class Construction and Engineering 
solutions coupled with cutting edge 
electrical Control Systems, for both 
private as well as public sectors.

BSR
COMMODITIES

BSR Global Commodities Limited 
Over more than three decades the 
commodities division has proudly 
created a reputation for flawlessly 
undertaking complex transactions 
with a focus on rough diamonds.

BSR
EXPLORATIONS

BSR Global Exploration Limited
Our mining and exploration team 
are engaged in developing ground 
assets. Securing concessions which 
contain either Precious Gemstone 
deposits or Gold reserves.

BSR Global Group (BSR) was established in 1968, we 
are accomplished experts in the fields of Commodity 
Trading, Engineering and Civil Construction.

Our talented personnel attain customer satisfaction 
by implementing innovative ‘Solution Architecture’, 
satisfying project scope and comfortably surpassing 
client expectations.

Combining our abundance of experience in program 
management with vast commercial awareness leads 
to ensuring our capacity for effortlessly concluding 
projects that vary in scale and duration.

Since inception we have generated prosperity forged 
on honesty and integrity, ideology that still remains 
paramount in our operational ethics.

BSR are able to capitalise on over 50 years of trading  
history, during this time we have developed a strong 
reputation for successfully completing projects and 
transactions whilst always providing our clients with 
world class service levels.

“Four individual and distinctive business units that are harmonised 
via our core objective of providing ultimate customer service levels”
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Summary



Snowhill Birmingham - Our Head Quarters - Circa 1968

A Small Selection of Our Satisfied Clients

Joseph Jinn
Compliance Director

Gabriel Popa
Development Director

Melanie Fisk
Executive Assistant

Neil Landsberg
Operations Director

Paul Hughes
Commercial Director

Ian Lavender
Chief Executive Officer Our executive team boasts a wealth of expertise and 

contrasting industry appreciation, with an emphasis 
on manufacturing, engineering and investment.

Mr. Ian Lavender, Chief Executive Officer, succeeded 
his father in 2016, having previously spent more than 
ten years as Technical Director. 

The board of directors are then complemented by a 
dedicated group of commercial professionals as well 
as proven engineers with an aptitude for recognising 
project objectives and end-user goals.

It has always been our policy to retain key personnel 
in-house which both creates stability during project 
implementation and ensures knowledge retention, 
crucial for delivering long term client support.

We are a British organisation proudly 
originating from central England; an 
area that is famous for the ‘Industrial 
Revolutions’ birth.

This region is notoriously steeped in 
rich manufacturing history as well as 
a hard-working mentality, principles 
ingrained deep into the BSR ethos.

Birmingham was once home to the 
UK’s core Automotive industry with 
celebrated brands including; Jaguar, 
Land Rover, MG and Aston Martin.

It was this substantial customer base 
sitting within easy reach that sparked 
our establishment, initially furnishing 
electrical control system solutions.

However, local manufacturing would 

endure an abrupt decline, where once 
factories stood, soon would rise high-
tech industrial parks, modern housing 
and large shopping centres.

In order to survive through these ever 
changing times, we needed to expand 
our supply scope, offering equipment 
and then ultimately complete state of 
the art manufacturing facilities.

We went on to diversify further afield 
to incorporate turnkey construction, 
delivering both structural work as well 
as ancillary installations.

For more than five decades BSR have 
succeeded in reacting to challenging 
business environments, generating a 
flourishing privately owned, genuinely 
international consortium.

Management
Team

Our Corporate
Heritage



Originally established as an engineering company,  
we seized upon every possible growth opportunity 
and now command extreme levels of proficiency 
in wide-ranging business fields.

Our senior management team are firm believers 
in principles of fair trading, ideology central to our 
successful long history. We proudly boast a well 
known reputation of showing loyalty towards both 
clients and partners alike.“A Vast Wealth of 

Proven Experience”

Established in 1968



Residential Property Development - Kidderminster Worcestershire

Mini (R50) Assembly Facility - BMW Plant Oxford

Electrical & Mechanical Installation

Manufacturing Facility Design

Machines, Robotics & Equipment

Conveyors &  Handling Solutions

Fabrication, Pipework & Construction

Industrial Control Systems Experts

PLC. SCADA & Robotic Software

Whether a trendy inner-city restoration or fresh brownfield 
site, our expert team are perfectly equipped to plan, design 
and construct your ideal scheme.

Catering for numerous private and public sectors including; 
Commercial, Residential, Retail, Leisure, Governmental and 
Industrial.

We passionately believe in delivering value-driven solutions, 
without compromising quality, creating buildings that will 
influence everyday life for future generations.

Our extensive electro-mechanical experience enables us to 
go beyond the limitations of traditional contractors. We can 
combine multiple disciplines covering; electrical, pipework, 
fabrication, drainage as well as sprinkler systems.

This all-in-one approach guarantees stability, efficiency and 
detailed synchronisation during program execution.

Build phases are overseen by our own team of skilled site 
supervisors, who are easily capable of assuming Principal 
Contractor duties or participating in a Sub-Contract role.

BSR Global Engineering are accredited world leaders, with 
a proud history for successfully completing projects of any 
complexity level. We offer diverse services spanning across 
every industrial segment.

Our process engineering team retains 
an infinite amount of manufacturing 
‘know-how’ with a particular emphasis 
on the automotive sector.

They are complimented with a design 
department which comprises of both 
electrical and mechanical engineers, 
who boast a vast knowledge base that 
has been gained from participating in 
global assignments.

This results in an ability for conceiving 
production facilities that resolve even 
intensely complicated challenges.

The Control Systems division has built 
an impressive international reputation 
for developing innovative solutions.

We deploy cutting edge technology to 
devise plant wide process automation.

Whilst software design aspects, which 
incorporates; Operator Graphics, CNC, 
PLC and Robotics, together with final 
commissioning are also all conducted 
internally.

Commissioning, Support & Training

Construction
Engineering



Preliminary Ground Excavations - Sierra Leone

Gem Grade
Stones

5 Carats 

30+ Carats

D, E, F, G, H

50,000 Carats 

VVS1, VVS2
VS1, VS2

5,000 Carats 

Grade Two
Stones

5 Carats 

30+ Carats

H, I, J

10,000 Carats 

VS1, VS2, S1

5,000 Carats 

2 Carats 

6 Carats

D, E, F, G, H, I, J

Jewellery
Grade

50,000 Carats 

VVS1, VVS2
VS1, VS2, S1

10,000 Carats 

Minimum Stone Size

Maximum Stone Size

Colour Range

Maximum Parcel Size

Minimum Parcel Size

Free Delivery

Stone Clarity

Average Sales Price Per Carat is Subject to Final Negotiation

Delivering ‘Gem Grade’ 
rough gemstones into 
the heart of the worlds’ 

diamond districts

“The Commodity 

Experts”
BSR Global Commodities was founded circa 30 years 
ago for managing the sale of crude oils which were 
accessible as a direct result of our projects within the 
oil and gas engineering field.

However, we have continually increased our product 
range so that we encapsulate the entire commodity 
spectrum, namely; Crude Oils, Rare Minerals, Refined 
Petroleum, Precious Metals, Agricultural, Base Ores 
and Gemstones.

Despite expanding scope, we always rigidly adhere 
to our original core philosophy of strictly purchasing 
from legitimate producers. This guarantees reliability 
as well as smooth transaction execution.

Operating as genuine resellers, managing logistical 
aspects internally, allows us to offer sales procedures 
designed specifically to be “buyer friendly”.

BSR specialise in the field of ‘uncut rough diamonds’ 
utilising our own unique secure logistics platform to 
deliver high quality gemstones into the heart of the 
worlds’ diamond districts.

We supply an enormous variety of traditional clear 
diamonds, focussing on exceptionally desirable ‘Gem 
Grade’ consignments, besides which we offer small 
parcels of flawless and fancy coloured stones.

The acquisition of mining concessions was 
a natural evolution to our existing precious 
commodities trading activities, allowing us 
to directly control product extraction.

In 2018 we formed BSR Global Explorations 
with the aim of acquiring mining locations.

The business model adopted is based upon 
either purchasing land with proven reserves 
of AU base metal and precious gemstones 
or investing in existing concessions.

Commodities 
Mining



London Office
Suite 2918A
One Canada Square
Canary Wharf
London. E14 5DY

www.bsrglobal.com

New York Office
Suite 701
Building 580
5th Avenue
New York. NY10036

sales@bsrglobal.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/bsr-global-group-limited
https://www.twitter.com/BSRGlobal
https://www.facebook.com/BSRGlobalGroup

